
ROMEO AND JULIET STAR CROSSED LOVERS DOOMED START NOT

FATE

&quot;Romeo and Juliet, the 'star-crossed lovers', are doomed from the start, not by fate, but by their own personalities
and by the people that surround them.

People may find it interesting as a different outlook on life. Romeo and Juliet may not have met. Let's take a
look at the role of fate and destiny in the story of the two teenagers from Verona whose feuding families can't
keep them apart. A family rivalry between the Capulets and Montagues takes place in the tragedy, Romeo and
Juliet. Young men's love then lies not truly in their hearts, but in their eyes" 2. However did Shakespeare
intend to suggest that the tragic outcome was due entirely to fate, as it suggests through the dialogue of the
characters? The power of fate is introduced in the Prologue of Romeo and Juliet when it states,"A pair of
star-crossed lovers take their life. Fate was directly involved with the young lovers' meeting, separation and
final downfall. The idea of fate permeates many of the events and speeches in the play. Each is horrified to
learn that their love is forbidden, but they nevertheless secretly marry. This single character Before the
Capulets' party, in Act 1, Scene 3, Romeo is already feeling that fate is planning his doom. Romeo flees and is
banned from Verona. Or are the events of this famed play a matter of bad luck and missed chances? Very early
in the play he suggests that the love between the title characters is doomed. Both Romeo and Juliet are
controlled by an unalterable set of tragic events. Juliet awakens and discovers Romeo dead, so she stabs
herself with his knife. Their deaths are a catalyst for change in Verona: The dueling families are united in their
grief and create a political shift in the city. This was not the case, thus resulting in tragedy, as a chain of events
were unleashed. Following that, a simple mistake was made that causes their ultimate fate: death. There are
also two other main characters, whose personalities may have helped the play to end with such a disastrous
outcome. These two lovers could not have done anything to change their course of fate, thus, why the story of
Romeo and Juliet is a story controlled by fate, rather than a tragedy. Anyone of these examples, are a result of
his personality, which could have led to his death. As a result, Romeo doesn't get the message. These are, Friar
Laurence and the nurse. He lectured for six years on theater studies at Stratford-upon-Avon College in the U.
Both Romeo and Juliet believe in the stars; they call out to fortune for help and direction. Several preplanned
events influence the destiny of Romeo and Juliet. Seeing her dead, he kills himself. Romeo and Juliet are the
main characters used to demonstrate the way that fate and chance have a great influence over our lives. He
also knew that Romeo was only interested in the outside of a person, and not in what truly matters. In
conclusion I feel that the outcome was not determined by fate but instead by the difficult situations the two
lovers found themselves involved in. Therefore the chain of events would not have been started hence the
tragedy would not have happened without out the nurses caring personality. Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet
has the main character, Romeo, having a single character flaw, which brings the catastrophe to him and his
lover, Juliet. Of course some can say that if Romeo had not acted with such sudden certainty he would have
lived to watch his wife awaken. Friar Lawrence says this after Romeo complains about being banished from
Verona. The scaffolding of a tragic love story was made into a modern classic in the year by director Baz
Luhrmann. Although Romeo and Juliet experience dreams and premonitions of what the future holds, they
cannot alter their destiny. Romeo drinks poison because he believes Juliet is dead. If Romeo and Benvolio had
not bumped into the Capulet servant would was illiterate in Act Scene they would have found out about the
party or that Rosaline was going to be there. Romeo did not receive the message from the Friar John because
of the quarantine in Mantua.


